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Become the change.....
For the most part we have lost our ability to communicate clearly with animals and to know them as our companions on
the path. This communion used to be part of every human’s experience but in today’s world has been suppressed by our
busyness, feelings of separation from nature and domination of the Earth. The result is accelerating environmental
destruction, extinction of species and increasing feelings of angst, hopelessness and isolation.
Yet a doorway is opening. More people are recognizing that we are intrinsically and inextricably in relationship with the
Earth and her varied life forms. We are learning to cooperate with other earthlings instead of enslave them. Ancient and
modern methods serve to bring us back from destruction and into harmony with the rest of the natural world. We can
engage animals — wild and domestic — seek guidance from them, find collaborative solutions for the benefit of all and
thrive together on our beautiful planet that we all call home.
The journey begins with becoming the change we wish to see in the world. As we learn to live more in Love, we
strengthen our conscious connection with the web of life and rediscover the joy of becoming present and alive to our
community of non-human brothers and sisters.

FOR THE LOVE OF ANIMALS

A call to the Heart
THIS COURSE IS:

A call to open your heart more than ever before
An invitation to put your love for animals into action
A journey of empowerment to bring forth positive change in your life
An opportunity to enhance your ability to commune with the rest of the natural
world

BENEFITS YOU WILL RECEIVE:
Guidance to help you quiet the mind, listen and enhance your intuition
Exercises to help you live in ever-increasing states of heart-centeredness
Methods for interspecies communication
Inspiration and resources for creating inner and outer change in your life
Simple yet powerful techniques to become clearer and more balanced
Tools to recognize how Earth is speaking to us all the time

WHAT YOU'LL GET:
Six pre-recorded video modules of Anna and Brad teaching, approximately 20
minutes each
Two live Question-and-Answer Zoom group calls with Anna and Brad, 90
minutes each
Simple, practical, powerful weekly Home Practices
Three guided meditation audio recordings
A simple tutorial video demonstrating how to use the course online platform
Participant forum and online community to share your insights and experiences
of the course

About the Course
THE DATES:

Dates: 22nd September – 30th October 2021
The course introduction and first module will be released on Wednesday 22nd
September
One module each week will be released through 27th October
The two live webinars are on Saturdays 9th and 30th October

THE MATERIALS:
All the home practices and audio meditations are downloadable and for you to
keep forever
You will have full access to the six prerecorded video materials for 12 weeks
from the course commencement date

THE PRACTICALITIES:
Investment: $395 US dollars
Registration: lionheartworkshops.com/for-the-love-of-animals or simply
click below to register now
Contact and questions: info@lionheartworkshops.com or click to mail us

Register

Email

Module 1 - What's Love got to do with it?
Contemplating the question “What is Love?”, we shine the light on our human conditioning and egoic (personality)
patterning. We explore how to bring down the veils that cloud our perception so that we may live less in seeming
separation — and more in love. This is a state of being rather than a “doing". With a simple map to follow, we travel a
path to opening the heart. This allows us to enjoy direct, enduring benefits on inner and outer levels which permeate all
our connections and expressions.
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Module 2 - Moving Beyond Limitation
The clearer the ego, the more we develop inner peace and a quiet mind and the clearer our intuition becomes. However,
developing inner peace can be challenging amidst the busyness of the world. So it helps to have some simple, practical
tools for the journey. If Module 1 provided a map, then this module offers:
A compass — a powerful technique called Witnessing
An overview of the terrain of the System of Separation, which keeps us trapped in our egoic limitations
Through this exploration we can better navigate beyond the places where we get stuck in judgment and negativity.
We develop a quieter mind, deeper compassion and greater neutrality — all essential qualities for clear interspecies
communication.
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Module 3 - Telepathic Communication Review
In this practical module we anchor our understanding of what real respect for others looks like in attitude and action.
With this bedrock in place we enter the quantum field of shared thoughts and feelings, which is where our knowing of
the other’s truth arises. A simple step-by-step process to connect telepathically helps bring our minds into alignment
with what is essentially a direct communion in unconditional love.
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Module 4 - The Heart of the Matter
As interspecies communicators we are naturally inclined towards service to others, constantly putting our love into
action. However, how do we navigate through complexities such as dealing with the humans involved regarding the
truth, needs and wishes of an animal? In addition to using a map to find our way, in this module we receive a signpost.
The Triangles technique is a very simple yet profound journaling exercise to help us:
Identify where we get stuck in limited, polarized consciousness
Live more in balanced, heart-centered states
Become clearer communicators
Serve the highest good of all
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Module 5 - Let's Get Real
Both consciously and unconsciously, we tend to anthropomorphize — meaning we overlay our perspective and our
shadow aspects onto other species. Because humanity’s number one shadow issue at this time is Victim consciousness,
we tend to see this playing out in our relationships with other species, which prevents us from experiencing our nonhuman friends as they truly are and from communicating clearly with them. In this module we:
Explore practical examples of this dynamic
Examine other key patterns that play an opposite to the Victim persona, e.g. Savior
Learn to take back our inferiority-superiority view that we project onto our pets and other animals so we can
experience them in their fullness
Recognize that all beings have incarnated to live their own purpose and that we are privileged to share this beautiful
journey with them
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Module 6 - Blessings of Nature
Who are we when stripped of all the things that get in the way of our true selves? In any interaction with non-humans,
we have this mirrored to us. The call is to relate and live increasingly in natural states of being, such as: presence,
authenticity, truth and harmony. Intuitive communication isn’t only about hearing the animals, but also our own inner
whisperings. In this beautiful reciprocity we find that as our attention and love bless nature, so too are we gifted with
the grace of their teachings and wisdom.
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About Anna & Brad
ANNA BREYTENBACH is an internationally acclaimed professional interspecies
communicator based in South Africa and practising globally for the past 20 years. In
the USA she studied animal communication with the Assisi International Animal
Institute and trained in tracking and mentoring at the Wilderness Awareness School.
She is also the subject of the documentary movie "The Animal Communicator” watched
by millions of people and a few of their pets.
Anna’s consulting and teaching focuses on conservation projects such as ecological
restoration, predator and primate rehabilitation, elephant management, humanwildlife conflict and cetacean research. Her passion is raising awareness and
advancing the relationships among human and nonhuman animals, on both the
personal and spiritual levels. As a qualified master training facilitator, she has guided
thousands of people to rediscover and develop their natural senses and deepen their
connection with all species in an honouring manner. Anna is inspired by being a voice
for the animals and natural environments. To learn more about Anna and animal
communication visit animalspirit.org
BRAD LAUGHLIN is a spiritual teacher whose passion for over two decades has been
finding innovative ways of helping people to awaken to their true nature, which is
love and joy. Using ancient Truth teachings, yogic practices and spiritual psychology,
he works with students worldwide to dissolve old, limiting ego structures that keep us
trapped in negativity, pain and fear. Brad believes that the greatest gift we can give
the world is our own awakened consciousness and that global change can be
accomplished through each person’s willingness to show up and get involved.
'Living with Enlightenment — A Journey of Love' is Brad’s book about his lifepartnership of over 25 years with Leslie Temple-Thurston, a teacher of enlightenment,
and the profound transformation he experienced. Together they are co-authors of
books and co-founders of the international spiritual nonprofit, CoreLight.org and its
humanitarian arm, SeedsOfLight.org that serves marginalized communities and AIDS
orphans in South Africa.

Further Details
GOOD TO KNOW:

No prior experience with animal communication is necessary to participate
If you are unable to participate in the course in real time or if you want to rewatch the module recordings later, you will have full access to the teaching
module videos for 12 weeks from the course commencement date
The home practice audio recordings and documents are yours to download and
keep forever
You’ll have the opportunity to submit questions in writing ahead of the two
live group Zoom calls

CONNECT WITH US:
To register for the course please visit lionheartworkshops.com/for-the-love-ofanimals or click below to be transported direct to registration
If you have further questions please email info@lionheartworkshops.com or
click below

BRAD & ANNA:
To read more about Brad and his work visit corelight.org
To learn more about Anna and animal communication visit animalspirit.org
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“Love is the bridge between you and everything” - Rumi

